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Recognition

Combination of explicit and implicit design cues

STRATEGY OF THE MEANINGFUL REMINDER  

Reminder à
interrupt the flow 

Meaningà
re-store the flow 

This sound is 
different...

The packaging is 
more sustainable



Let’s test these effects! 



The process 
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Figure 1: Stimuli material for study 1a (front of the packaging) 
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Study design



...”contribute to sustainability”

Recognition
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Distinction- implicit cues 
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A priori association with sustainability ?



Distinction- implicit cues 
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Some findings 

Combination



Distinction- explicit cues 

“Non-associative” 
(generic info)

“Associative”

Create an association 
between higher 
sustainability and 
distinctive sensory 
property
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Associative
“it can lead to a different 

sound...” 

Non-associative 
“biodegradable 

packaging...” 

More sustainable disposal 
behaviour

More correct bin
More sorting paper and 
plastic  

3,56

4,07
4,33

No info Non associative Associative

*
*



It is not only about sustainability...

Black packaging scored higher on nice looking, 
tasty & high-quality



Perception of the overall product 

Sustainable design leads to lower 
perceived strength (and higher perceived 
gentleness). 

How efficient the product is? 

Steenis, N. D. (2019). Consumer response to sustainable packaging 
design (Doctoral dissertation, Wageningen University and Research).



The power of sustainability 
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Figure 1: Stimuli material for study 1a (front of the packaging) 
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How tasty the biscuit is? 

To what extent consumers are willing to accept certain 
sacrifices in packaging benefits (e.g. lower aesthetic 
quality/ convenience etc..)? 
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Stay in touch!

giulia.granato@wur.nl

Thank you for your attention!


